Abstract: This paper presents a systematic procedure for the design of gate-type combinational switchingcircuitswithoutdiredtedloops. Eachsuchcircuit(Boo1eangraph) is in correspondencewithasequence of decompositions of the Boolean function which it realizes. A general approach t o functional decomposition i s given and, in terms of a convenient positional representation, efficient tests for the detection of decompositions are derived. These results are employed in the development of an alphabetic search procedure for determining minimum-cost Boolean graphs which satisfy any given design specifications.
Introduction
This paper presents a systematic procedure for the design of economical gate-type combinational switching circuits. The procedure requires no restrictive assumptions about the primitive gate elements used and their costs, or about the manner in which they may be interconnected, except that feedback loops are not permitted. Thus the method is a general tool for the design of digital circuits without memory, which may be combined with conventional state-reduction and state-assignment procedures to yield sequential circuit designs as well. An example of a design pro-1 * This is Part V of a series of papers"' devoted to the development of systematic proccdures for the design of automata.
' Figure 1 A two-out-of-five validity check circuit.
duced by an IBM 7090 program realizing the procedure is given in Fig. 1 .
The algorithm which we present is in contrast with most current synthesis work, which deals almost exclusively with special problems such as the design of two-level AND-OR circuits or of circuits composed of threshold devices. If carried to completion, the algorithm will yield a circuit of strictly minimum cost, but the computation required will usually be excessively long. The algorithm will, therefore, be used principally for the rapid generation of circuits which are economical, but not necessarily minimal.
A previous paper4 gave a design algorithm for the special case of Boolean trees, in which each primitive Section 111, in which the algorithm is presented, is preceded by two sections which provide the requisite definitions and mathematical tools. The first section begins by defining Boolean functions and showing how they can be represented in a convenient positional notation using so-called ON-and ow-arrays. Boolean graphs are then defined and procedures are given for determining the cost and output functions of a Boolean graph. Finally, the concept of a Boolean graph satisfying a design specification is defined.
The mathematical results and computational techniques underlying the synthesis algorithm are developed in Section 11, entitled "Decomposition". This development is, to a great extent, motivated by Ashenhurst's fundamental paper on the decomposition of switching functions,' but the approach taken in the present paper is in many respects more abstract and general. A decomposition of a function F(x, y ) is a representation of the form z = F(x, y ) = G(w, y), where w = .(X) and w, x, y, and z are elements of arbitrary finite sets. The function G is called the image of the decomposition. Problems concerning the existence of decompositions are formulated and solved in terms of a relation of compatibility between specifications of x. Particular attention is given to decompositions of the form indicated functions are Boolean (perhaps incompletely specified), and x and y represent possibly overlapping sets of Boolean variables. Efficient computational procedures, employing operations on the ON-and OFFarrays defined in Section I, are given for the detection of such decompositions and the computation of their images.
In Section I11 it is shown that any Boolean graph may be described by a sequence of decompositions, each, after the first, operating on the image of its predecessor. This fact leads to an alphabetic search procedure which is shown to encompass, but not to treat independently, every valid sequence of decompositions, and hence to yield a Boolean graph of minimum cost.
An TBM 7090 program for the synthesis of economical Boolean graphs has been written by Dr. J. R. Wilts of IBM Endicott. The development of this program was the joint effort of F. E. McFarlin, J. R. Wilts, and the authors. The program produced the circuit of Fig. 1 after a few seconds of computation but, in almost an hour of further computation, failed either to yield a less expensive circuit or to establish that the given one is of minimum cost. Reference 6 describes the status of this synthesis program.
The synthesis problem
The situation that we wish to treat may be represented as in Fig. 2 by a black box having n input lines on which binary signals xi, x2, , x,, may be impressed, and m output lines carrying binary signals zl , z2, * * , z,. Our task is to construct the interior of this black box by interconnecting primitive elements of given types so that, at any time, the output signals depend in a specified way on the inputs presently being applied. We proceed to formalize some of the concepts needed for the systematic performance of this task.
Boolean functions
Let V" be the set of all n-tuples (ordered sequences of length n) of 0's and 1's. Such an n-tuple is sometimes called a vertex, to connote the geometric picture of a vertex of the unit n-cube. Each vertex corresponds to a configuration of the inputs xi, x2, -* * , x,,, and the required dependence of a given output zi 'on the inputs is specified by a Boolean function F' having as its domain E, a subset of V", and V' as its range. If E = V", F' is called a total Boolean function; otherwise F' is called a partial Boolean function, and the set V" -E constitutes the DON'T-CARE conditions.
Most practical design problems require many outputs, and the associated Boolean functions usually have DON'T-CARE conditions.
ON-and OFF-arrays
A Boolean function F of n variables may, of course, be specified by giving a list of all vertices to which F assigns the value 1 and a list of all those to which it assigns the value 0. A more compact notation can be obtained, however, by using n-tuples of symbols 0, 1, and x ; these n-tuples are called cubes, and represent sets'of vertices obtained by changing the x's to 0's and 1's in all possible ways. For example, the cube Oxlx represents the four vertices 0010, 0011, 0110, 0111 ; it is said to cover these vertices. If W is a set of vertices, and C, a set of cubes, C is said to be a cover of W if (I) each vertex of W is covered by at least one cube of C and (2) each cube of C covers only vertices of W.
We shall specify a Boolean function E; by means of two covers C1 and C,, where C1 covers the vertices to which F assigns the value 1 and C, covers the vertices to which F assigns the value 0. We call C1 an owarray of F and C,, an owarray. The DON'T-CARE conditions, if any, are thus not covered by either C1 or C,. Our computational procedures do not require that they be specified explicitly. In the terminology of logic, a cube corresponds to a term, and a cover, to a normal-form expression. For instance, the first row A = 10x1 1 stands for the term alide. The owarray C, corresponds to a normal form expression consisting of the disjunction of four terms, one for each cube:
Likewise C, defines a normal-form expression for a function prescribing precisely the conditions for which F is 0. The basic operations employed in the computational procedures of the following sections are performed on ON-and ow-arrays. Two relations between cubes are particularly important in these procedures. Cubes A and B are said to intersect if they cover a common vertex. Cube A is said to subsume cube B if all the vertices covered by A are covered by B. If A and B are cubes in a cover, and A subsumes B, then the function described by the cover is not changed by deleting A .
Since the length of the calculations grows rapidly with the numbers of cubes in the ON-and OFF-arrays, it is best to go through a preliminary calculation which makes them as concise as possible. Procedures for performing such simplifications are given in Refs. 1 and 2.
Boolean graphs
Boolean functions may be used to specify the required external, or black-box, behavior of a circuit. We next describe the internal structure of the circuits considered. It is assumed that a definite set 23 of primitive elements is available for use in circuit construction. Each primitive element may itself be viewed as a black box, with specified numbers of inputs and outputs, and with a set of Boolean functions giving the inputoutput dependence. Most primitive elements used in practice realize a single function (AND, OR, NOR, NAND, MAJORITY, et cetera) which, however, may be "fanned out" to several output lines, but we allow for the possibi!ity of an element which realizes several distinct functions. A positive integral cost is associated with each element of 8.
It is convenient to exclude the NOT element from 23, and instead to introduce into 23 all variants of the primitive elements obtained by putting NOT elements on some of their input and output lines. Sometimes it is desirable to consider 8 as partitioned into sets of elements having the same distinct output functions, but differing in their fan-out properties and costs. Each such set must then be accompanied by fan-out restrictions specifying the permissible extent of fan-out, and a specification of the dependence of cost on fanout.
The circuits which we construct from elements of 23 are in correspondence with Boolean graphs, defined as follows : Definition 1. A Boolean graph is an acyclic directed graph with its nodes and branches labeled as follows: a) Any node v with s branches directed into it, and t branches directed out, is labeled with the. name of an s-input, t-output element tl E 23.
b) The names of the output functions of tl are associated in one-to-one fashion with the branches directed out of v.
c) The branches not labeled in (b) (i.e., the input branches) are labeled with the names of primary input variables.
A Boolean tree is a Boolean graph composed of primitive elements having exactly one output line. 
It is possible to give a systematic procedure (specifically 
F3
the ll*-operation of Refs. 4 and 7) for computing explicitly ON-and OFF-arrayS for the output functions of a Boolean graph.7
The minimization problem
We have now shown, on the one hand, how a problem may be specified by Boolean functions, and on the other hand, how the output functions of a Boolean graph are determined. In order to relate these two types of information, some further definitions are needed. If F is a Boolean function with domain E, let F-'(l) and F"(0) denote the subsets of E for which F is required to be, respectively, 1 and 0. Let G be another Boolean function, with G-'(l) and G"(0) similarly defined. Then G is said to be an extension of F if and only if G-'(l) 2 F-'(I) and G"(0) 2 F"(0). In other words, G is an extension of F if it agrees with F wherever F is defined. Suppose we are given a Boolean graph with output functions zi(xl, xz, * * , x,), i = 1, 2, . . . , m, and a design problem specified by the functions wi(xl, x2, * , x,), i = 1, 2, * , m.
Then the Boolean graph is said to satisfy the design specification if, for each i, zi is an extension of wi.
Suppose further that we associate with any Boolean graph a cost, such as the sum of the costs of the primitive elements composing it. Then we may set the following problem :
Problem : Devise an algorithm which efficiently computes, for any design specification and given set b, a
Boolean graph which satisfies the specification and has a minimum cost. The present paper gives a solution to this problem. The key to the solution lies in the theory of decomposition, having its roots in the pioneering work of Ashenhurst and in the study of projection operators carried out in Refs. 3 and 4.
The following section, which is self-contained, provides a new formulation of functional decomposition. The algorithms use covers of ON-and omarrays as a base for computation. They constitute a substantial improvement over previous procedures.
II. Decomposition
The ways in which a Boolean graph satisfying given design specifications may be constructed from primitive elements are governed by certain decomposition properties of the Boolean functions to be realized. The present section gives a general discussion of these properties.
Abstract decomposition
Let X , Y , 2, and W be arbitrary finite sets, and let E be a subset of the Cartesian product X x Y. Then given a function F mapping E into Z, denoted E 4 2, we may ask the following questions:
ii) Under what conditions do there exist functions a, X 3 W, and G, W x Y 5 Z, such that (1) holds? The representation (1) is called a decomposition of F ; G is called the image of the decomposition. The answer to question (i) may be formulated in terms of a relation of compatibility between elements of X . We say that x1 E X and x 2 E X are compatible with respect to F (denoted x 1 -xz) if, for ally E Y such that ( x , , y )~E a n d ( x , , y )~E , F ( x~, y ) = F(x,,y);otherwise, x1 is incompatible with x 2 , denoted x 1 * xz.
Proposition I . Given F and a, defined above, there exists G such that (1) holds if and only if, for all x1 E X and xz E X ,
2(b)
or, equivalently, The two situations considered in this proof are depicted in Figure 5 .
We may also give a simple answer to the second question posed above, in which only F is given, and both a and G are at our disposal. The crucial consideration here is the number of elements in W, for if W has too few elements it will not be possible to produce a function such that all elements of X mapping into the same element of W are compatible. These considerations are made precise in Proposition 2, which follows easily from Proposition 1.
Proposition 2. If k is the least integer such that X may be partitioned into k classes of mutually compatible elements, then there exist a and G such that (1)
holds if and only if W has at least k elements.
In order to apply Proposition 2, we must supply one missing link-the determination of the number k. Compatibility is thus an equivalence relation, and k is simply the number of maximal equivalence classes. But if F is undefined for some elements of X x Y, the following situation is possible:
x, -x2, xz -x3, x1 N x 3 . Compatibility is no longer an equivalence relation, and the determination of a minimum "cover" of X by sets of mutually compatible elements is nontrivial. We shall return to this problem in Section 2.2, where specific computational routines are presented.
Decomposition tests for Boolean functions
At this point we depart from our general discussion of decomposition, and make some specializations appropriate to the synthesis of Boolean graphs. We consider decompositions of the form
. . * at(u)7 w) (3) In the disjunctive case, (3) is a special case of ( l ) , with the sets and mappings specialized as Then we may define the function P(ul, uz, * . , ul, w,, wz, * . . , w,) as follows: if (u,, uZr* * . , uI, wl, w2, -* . , w,) = S(x,, x z , . . , x,), then F(u,, u2, * * . , U',_wl, wz, . . , w,) = F(x,, x2, , x,). Note that F is necessarily a partial function, since V'+, has more elements than V", and S is one-to-one.
For example, again _assuming that A = ( x , , x z , x3) and p = (xz, x 3 , x& F (1, 1 , 0, 0, 1 , 1 ) is undefined, since it could not have been derived from any specification of (x1, x2, x 3 , x4). Such combinations are called inconsistent. Instead of (3) we can now write E(u, w) = G(a,(u), a,(u), * , a,(u), w), which is, in the strict sense, a decomposition. But we shall refer to (3) also as a decomposition, and shall show that it is possible to test directly for such decompositions without explicitly forming the artificial function E.
The class of decompositions defined by (3) is more general than those treated by previous writers. Ashenhurst, in Ref. 5, has made a thorough study of In the synthesis algorithm of Section I11 we consider only decompositions such that the block a can be realized by a single element of 123, but it is also useful to consider procedures in which this requirement is not imposed.
Let us suppose that a given function Fis represented by covers C, = {u', i = 1, 2, -, n} and C, = {bj,
, m } , where the u' and bj are cubes, and that 1 and y are specified. Then if Propositions 1 and 2 are to be employed for the detection of decompositions, it is necessary to determine which specifications of 1 are compatible. In the disjunctive case (A n p empty), any cube a of C, or C, can be divided into a "&part a, " and a "y-part" a,, which are, respectively, cubes of V' and V", by collecting coordinates associated with elements of 1 and p, respectively. Thus, for the cube
with A = {a, c} and p = {b, d}, the 1-part is 1 1 , and the y-part is Ox, The covers C, and C, may therefore be written as follows: F(a, b, c, d ) =  G(a(a, b), c, d), where a(a, b) Since 00 -01,OO -10, and 01 -10, F can be written
There is an alternate way to reduce nondisjunctive decompositions to disjunctive ones. One can simply treat the variables in A n p as if they were Boolean functions of one variable produced by the primitive element associated with the decomposition. Thus the decomposition of Example 2.2 may be interpreted in two ways, as follows: a = (a,, a2) , and we have a second verification of the validity of the decomposition.
The inequalities show that any two incompatible vertices are assigned different values of
In general, Lemma 1 can be applied in two ways: a) In conjunction with Proposition 1, it can be used to determine, given F, A, p, and {a,, a2, . . , a,}, whether there is a decomposition of the form F = G(a,(u), a2(u), a,(u), w). This is done simply by determining which incompatibilities exist, and ascertaining whether any of them violate the conditions of Proposition 1. exist functions a,, a,, e . . , a, such that (1) is satisfied.
In the language of Proposition 2, W, the range of a = (a1, a2, . -, a,) , has at most 2' elements, and a decomposition exists if and only if k 5 2', where k is the minimum number of mutually compatible elements into which V', the domain of a, can be partitioned.
Moreover, if k > 2', all 1-input, t-output elements of B are eliminated without the necessity of testing each separately. The information conveyed by the value of k is therefore considerable, and we next consider how k can be calculated.
The determination of k
The first step of the calculation is to compute all subsets S G V' having the properties that 1) Any two elements of S are compatible.
2) If S c T c V', T does not satisfy (1).
The procedure used to compute these maximal compatible sets is analogous to one employed by R. E. 
Single-output decomposition
Usually a primitive element of the type encountered in practice realizes a single output function, although that function may be associated with several output lines. Accordingly, decompositions of the form (v), w) where a is a Boolean function, have special importance, and a special procedure will be given to determine whether they exist.
We shall take the existence of a single-output decomposition as a hypothesis, and, if no decomposition exists, will obtain a contradiction. It follows from this hypothesis that V' can be partitioned into two sets of mutually compatible elements, and the following "antitransitivity" property is therefore implied : if v,, r c~ v,, and v1 r~, v,, then vo N v,.
We shall give a computational scheme based on this assumed property, and requiring calculation of the "incompatible pairs" u',, B', defined in 2. {(a',, B', G(cx(a, b, c), c, d , e , f ) .
Vertex functions
Primitive devices constructed of diodes, transistors, or vacuum tubes usually realize Boolean functions of a particular type-the vertex functions; M is said to be a vertex function if there is a distinguished vertex vo such that a(v0) # ~( u ) , where v is any other vertex. The AND, OR, NAND, and NOR are vertex functions; the EXCLUSIVE OR and MAJORITY are not. It is particularly easy to give conditions for the existence of "vertextype" decompositions. 
The image of a decomposition
Through the use of Propositions 1 and 2 it has been possible to characterize decompositions of a function F without explicitly specifying the image G . In the synthesis algorithm of the next section, however, we shall be concerned with sequences of decompositions, each operating on the image of its predecessor, and the computation of the image will therefore be an essential link in the process. The computation of covers Dl and Do specifying G, given C, and C,, F(a, b, c, d ) = G(a.b, b, c, d) . Covers for the given function F and the image G are as follows: The fundamental processes required to detect decompositions and to compute their images have now been developed. In this section we show how these processes can be employed as "subroutines" in the determination of minimum-cost Boolean graphs. The first step is to establish precisely the description of Boolean graphs by sequences of decompositions. Since Boolean graphs are acyclic, any Boolean graph must contain at least one primitive element for which no input is the output of another element. Thus, any Boolean graph may be shown schematically as in Any Boolean graph may, in fact, be specified completely by a sequence of decompositions. Figure 7 shows a single-output Boolean graph, and (4) gives a sequence of decompositions specifying the graph. ,(a, b, 4 , b, C, d Each decomposition corresponds to "factoring off" an element of the graph, and the successive Gi are the functions realized by the remaining subgraphs. There are, altogether, four distinct sequences of decompositions which describe this graph, since the element / 3 could have been taken before a, or 6, before y.
In general, a single-output Boolean graph can be specified by a sequence (perhaps not unique) of the form The determination of a minimum-cost Boolean graph realizing F now reduces to the following: find a minimum-cost sequence valid for F.
Before giving the synthesis algorithm, we make some preliminary assumptions.
We assume that each primitive element has a positive integral cost, that the cost of a Boolean graph is the sum of the costs of its primitive elements, and that there is an a priori upper bound Mo on C(F), the minimum cost of realizing F. We assume also the existence of some alphabetic ordering of the possible decompositions of any given function, (each specified by a triple (a, 2, p) . Finally, we assume the existence of a means of obtaining, for any Boolean function G,, Z(Gi), a lower bound on C(G,). Many such lower bounds are available:
2) The bound obtained in Appendix A of Ref. Certain tests can be applied to determine whether sequences containing this subsequence need be considered. First, we wish to prevent the formation of several different subsequences which specify the same circuit structure, but take the primitive elements in different orders. Simple tests can be given which eliminate all but one member (the first alphabetically) of such a class of equivalent sequences.
The second means of terminating subsequences is through the use of cost bounds. Suppose that
where M is the best available upper bound on C(F).
Then any valid sequence for F, obtained by extending the subsequence S, will yield a circuit costing more than M , so that S need not be considered further. This use of cost bounds is highly important; for the termination of a subsequence at a relatively early point prevents the formation of an enormous number of uneconomical realizations of F. Whenever a subsequence S is terminated, its final decomposition (ak, I k -1 , pk-l) is deleted, and the next decomposition in alphabetic order applicable to Gk-l is sought. If no such decomposition is found, the process "backs up" to Gk-,, and so on until some valid decomposition is found; decompositions are then sought which extend the subsequence terminating in this new decomposition.
The synthesis procedure is clearly finite, since, under the givencost assumptions, the number of subsequences having costs
Mo is finite. Moreover, the procedure yields all Boolean graphs of minimum cost, since every valid sequence is either generated or ruled out by a cost bound when partially formed.
The minimization algorithm is indeed laborious, but only to a degree commensurate with the difficulty of the problem solved. The authors know of no other systematic synthesis procedure which approaches the generality of this algorithm. Moreover, the algorithm is of definite practical value. When the program described in Ref. 6 assumes its final form it is expected to determine a minimum-cost circuit for nearly any four-variable problem in less than ten minutes on the IBM 7090. Many problems in five and six variables should also admit of solutions in reasonable lengths of time.
In larger problems it will usually be necessary to accept an approximate solution. Fortunately, it is possible to arrange the alphabetic ordering of decompositions so that good approximate solutions tend to occur early in the computation. For example, priority can be given to a decomposition represented by the triple (a, I, p) if the overlap between A and p is small, or if CI is an inexpensive element of 23. Through the use of such heuristics, it has proved possible in many cases to obtain circuits which, although they are not known to be ofminimum cost, appear quite economical, and could not have been obtained by any other systematic procedures known to the authors.
The following simple example illustrates some aspects of the algorithm, Clearly, any function of variables requires at least n -I elements for its synthesis, and a lower bound I on the cost of a function of n variables is n -1. We assume that decompositions are considered in increasing order of the number of variables in A n p, and, within this criterion, in order of increasing cost.
Thus the first valid sequence of decompositions considered is the following:
This sequence defines the Boolean graph of Fig. 8 , which has a cost of 3. Then M = 3 is an upper bound on C(F), and the cost bound rules out all decompositions except those such that /z n p is empty and the primitive element is a. No further decompositions of this kind can be found, and the circuit of Fig. 8 is the unique minimum-cost realization of F. The synthesis procedure for Boolean graphs with several terminal outputs follows the lines of the singleoutput procedure, but is considerably more complex. The essential reason for the increased complexity is that, in general, each output function will not depend on all the signals generated within the circuit. Thus, in the Boolean graph of Fig. 4 , the output function F3 depends on az, y l , and [,, but not on a,, Dl, or 6,.
Thus the influence of any given element must be specified separately for each output function. This is done through the use of multiple decompositions having several components, which are themselves decompositions of individual output functions. All the components of a given multiple decomposition specify the same element o E 2 3 applied to the same A-part, but the p-part is specified independently for each component, and a different subset of the outputs of o may apply to each terminal output. If this subset of outputs is empty, for a given terminal output, then the associated component simply represents an identity function, and can be omitted.
The Boolean graph of Fig. 4 is described by the following sequence of multiple decompositions :
G : h , a, e> = j ( c l ( Y I , 0, e>> ' A sequence of multiple decompositions is called admissible if each of its component sequences is admissible and fan-out restrictions are satisfied, and valid if it is admissible and each of its component sequences is valid for the associated terminal output. The cost associated with such a sequence is not the sum of the costs of its component sequences, but rather the sum of the costs of the primitive elements associated with multiple decompositions in the sequence.
The synthesis problem for Boolean graphs with several outputs thus reduces to the determination of all valid sequences of minimum cost. An alphabetic search procedure patterned after the single-output procedure can be used for this calculation. The number of valid sequences of multiple decompositions is very great, however, and hence the time required for strict minimization tends to grow quite large.
